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ABSTRACT 
 

Design of blast resistant structures is an important subject in structural engineering, 

attracting the attention of governments, researchers, and engineers. Thus, given the benefits 

of optimization in engineering, development and assessment of optimization methods for 

optimum design of structures against blast is of great importance. In this research, multi-

objective optimization of steel moment frames subjected to blast is investigated. The 

considered objectives are minimization of the structural weight and minimization of the 

maximum inter-story drifts. The minimization of weight is related to obtain low cost designs 

and the minimization of inter-story drifts is related to obtain higher performance designs. By 

proposing a design methodology, a framework is developed for solving numerical problems. 

The developed framework is constructed by combining explicit finite element analysis of the 

structure and the NSGA-II optimization algorithm. The applicability and efficiency of the 

proposed method is shown through two numerical examples. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

In today’s world, terrorist attacks and wars are phenomena which threaten human security 

all over the world. Meanwhile, structures play an important role in either increasing or 

decreasing damages or losses. Also as it's true for other types of loads, if a structure is to be 

designed to have an appropriate performance against potential events and their subsequent 

loadings, it will bring psychological comfort for residents and the whole society even though 

they never occur. Thus, it is very important to conduct more studies on the behavior of 
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structures against blast and the resistant design against this type of loading, particularly 

under current conditions and events in the world. 

Preliminary researches on blast loading, behavior and resistant design of structures 

against blast date back to the years of World War II [1-3]. But most studies in this field have 

been conducted in the about past 15 years. Some of the important researches in recent years 

carried out on steel structures are as follows: 

Hadianfard et al. [4] studied the effect of steel columns cross-sectional properties on their 

behaviors when subjected to blast. Using ANSYS software, the researchers analyzed some 

steel columns with different shapes of the cross-section and different boundary conditions, 

subjected to blast loading. The researchers concluded that shape and elastic-plastic 

properties of sections and also boundary conditions of columns play important roles on the 

response of steel columns subjected to blast. 

Nassr et al. [5] modeled steel beam and beam-columns against blast load using single and 

multi-degree of freedom models. First, the researchers conducted an experimental study to 

evaluate responses of some wide flange beams subjected to blast. Then, the authors 

compared the results of the SDOF and MDOF models with the experimental tests. Based on 

the results, it was shown that both proposed single and multi-degree of freedom models 

could predict the history of responses with a good accuracy. Also, the researchers concluded 

that the use of a constant strain rate to calculate Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF) would lead 

to a conservative design. 

Using passive unidirectional dampers, Monir [6] conducted a research on the resistant 

steel structures against blast. The researcher presented a new uni-directional passive damper 

which shows different performance against compression and tension. The author concluded 

that by using this type of dampers in a ductile frame, a resistant structure would be obtained 

which it could absorb most of the blast energy. 

Nassr et al. [7] evaluated the resistance and stability of steel beam-columns subjected to 

blast loading. The researchers used a one-degree of freedom model for studying the effects 

of axial load on the strength and stability of columns subjected to blast. The model was 

validated by comparing the results with experimental results and also finite element analysis. 

Comparing the results of the one-degree of freedom model and results from UFC 3-340-02 

code, showed that regardless of axial load to the Euler critical load ratio, the UFC method 

overestimates the column’s capacity for ductility coefficients greater than one. 

Coefield and Adeli [8] examined the performance of earthquake-resistant bracing 

systems against blast. The researchers studied three structural systems including a Moments 

Resistant Frame (MRF), a Centrally Braced Frame (CBF) and an Eccentrically Bracing 

Frame (EBF), designed for the earthquake. The results showed that the CBF system had a 

better resistance level in the blast scenarios considered in the study.  

Elsenadedy et al. [9] studied the potential of progressive collapse in steel structures 

subjected to blast attacks. The researchers analyzed a conventional multi-story steel frame 

against blast to evaluate its vulnerability in accidental or terroristic blast scenarios. Based on 

the results of finite element analysis, the authors proposed strategies for reducing or 

controlling potential progressive collapse in steel structures. 

Lee and Shin [10] studied equivalent single-degree of freedom analysis for blast-resistant 

design. The researchers extended the available SDOF elastic-plastic design charts to be used 

for near field explosions. The results are verified using the UFC-3-340-02 and LS-DYNA 
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finite element code. Since the available charts in the UFC are provided for far-field 

detonations, the authors suggested using the proposed charts in the near-field cases. 

On the other hand, the optimum design of structures given numerous advantages such as 

cost and time savings is of great importance in structural engineering. Due to advances in the 

fields of computers and processors, optimization science has undergone a great progress. It 

is always updated along with new situations and needs of the day. Some of the recent 

researches have been carried out on the multi-objective optimization of steel frames are as 

follows: 

Kaveh et al. [11] proposed a method for performance-based seismic multi-objective 

optimization of large steel structures. The considered objective functions were the initial and 

the life-cycle cost of large structures. Pushover analysis was used as the structural analysis 

method and the NSGA-II method was used as the multi-objective optimization algorithm. 

The researchers concluded that the proposed method is effective for solving the studied 

problem. 

Based on the history of nonlinear responses, Gong et al. [12] presented a method for 

optimum design of steel frames under seismic loads. Minimization of weight, minimization 

of input earthquake energy and maximization of energy absorption, were considered as the 

three objective functions. Also, story drifts and plastic hinge rotation in members were 

considered as design constraints. A three-story building was studied as the numerical 

example. The researchers concluded that the proposed method is an efficient method for 

designing steel frames under seismic loadings. 

Kaveh et al. [13] studied multi-objective performance-based design of steel frames under 

seismic loading. Minimization of the structural weight and the seismic damage of steel 

moment frames were considered as the optimization objectives. A method was proposed for 

solving the studied problem using NSGA-II optimization algorithm. The researchers showed 

the efficiency of the method by considering some numerical examples. 

Gholizadeh and Baghchevan [14] studied the seismic multi-objective optimization of 

steel frames using a chaotic multi-objective firefly algorithm (CMOFA). The structural 

weight and the maximum inter-story drifts were considered as the objective functions. By 

reviewing some numerical examples, the researchers showed the superiority of the CMOFA 

method in comparison with some other multi-objective algorithms. 

Babaei and Sanaei [15] studied the multi-objective optimum design of braced steel 

frames using a hybrid optimization algorithm. The optimization algorithms consisted of the 

Genetic and the Ant Colony algorithms. The objective functions were considered as the 

structural weight and the maximum displacement of the structure. By considering weight 

coefficients for the two objective functions in the studied examples a trade-off was obtained 

between two objective functions. The researchers concluded that the proposed method is 

capable of finding optimal topologies and sections for the elements. 

Barraza et al [16] studied the multi-objective optimum design of steel structures under 

seismic loading using NSGA-II and PSO algorithms. The structural weight and the 

maximum story drifts were considered as the objective functions. Member sections were 

chosen from a list of 256 AISC W sections. The researchers concluded that both the Non-

dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA II) and the Particle Swarm Optimization 

(PSO) algorithm are capable to reduce the structural weight and improve the structural 

performance. Also, the authors concluded that the PSO algorithm had better results in the 
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studied multi-objective optimization problem. 

Rezazadeh et al. [17] studied the multi-objective optimization of steel frames with 

Buckling Resistant Braces (BRB) using nonlinear response history analysis. Minimization of 

the structural weight and input seismic energy were considered as the optimization 

objectives. The main constraints were considered as the story drifts, plastic rotation in beams 

and columns, and the plastic displacement of the buckling resistant braces. The multi-

objective charged system search (MoCSS) method was used as the optimization algorithm. 

The researchers concluded that the studied method is effective and gives the optimal 

solutions as the Pareto optimal solutions. 

The literature review reveals that in the field of multi-objective optimum design of 

framed structures, most of works have been done on the optimization of structures under 

earthquake seismic loadings. Since there are essential differences in loading, behavior, 

analysis and design of structures under earthquake and blast, there is a gap on the field to be 

filled by more researches on the multi-objective optimization of structures against blast. The 

main purpose of the present study is to develop and evaluate a methodology for the multi-

objective optimum design of steel moment frames under blast loading, to obtain low cost 

and high performance designs. 

 

 

2. BLAST LOADING 
 

Blast load is a time-history loading which occurs in a very short period. Generally, its time-

history diagram is as shown in Fig. 1.  

 

 
Figure 1. General time-history diagram for blast loading [18] 

 

When an explosion occurs on the earth surface or in front of a structure where blast 

waves can be reflected, this reflection amplifies the blast loading, and in this case, the 
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effective blast pressure would be 𝑃𝑟. Explosions which occur on the surface of the earth are 

called Surface bursts (blasts), and explosions which occur in the air are called Air bursts 

(blasts). The most important parameters associated with blast loading, include maximum 

effective pressure (𝑃𝑟 or 𝑃𝑜), impulse (the area under time-pressure diagram), and the 

duration of the positive phase, respectively. It should also be noted that all of the main 

parameters related to the blast loading are functions of type and mass of the explosive, the 

distance between explosion source and the structure (standoff), and the type of blast (Surface 

or Air). Calculation of these parameters can be made by some empirical equations or graphs 

that are presented in references such as UFC 3-340-02 [18], Blast Effects on Buildings [19] 

and ASCE 59-11 [20].  

 

 
Figure 2. A diagram for calculating blast loading parameters [18] 

 

In this graph Z is the scaled distance of blast: 

 

𝑍 =
𝑅

𝑊1/3
         Eq. (1) 
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where R is the standoff distance and W is the mass of equivalent TNT of explosive.  

In blast events, the effective pressure decreases as a nonlinear function by moving away 

from the source of the explosion, so that the local effects should be considered in near-range 

explosions. Based on ASCE 59-11 [20] if the scaled distance Z be greater than 3 𝑓𝑡/𝑙𝑏1/3  

(1.2 𝑚/𝑘𝑔1/3) the explosion is classified as far-range, and the loading can be considered as 

a uniform distributed time-history load acting on the structure. In the current study, blast 

events are assumed to be in the far range. It should be noted that when a blast wave interact 

with a structure, the blast overpressure will act on the front side, roof, and the rear side of 

the structure, but the arrival time of blast for each side of the structure is different. Also, 

because of the reflection effects, the front side of a given structure experiences much higher 

blast pressure than its other sides. Therefore in some researches only the front side loading is 

considered [6], [21-23]. In the presented study it is assumed that the blast load only acts on 

the front side of a given structure and blast loading on the other sides are neglected. 

The quantity and blast characteristics a given structure is designed for, depends on 

various factors such as the history of terrorist attacks, the importance of the building, ease of 

access to the building or terroristic target, the number of occupants of the building, distance 

from the structure and ease of access to the threatening materials [24]. Based on these 

factors, a simplified method is proposed in [24] for terroristic threats risk assessment. Also, 

there are some diagrams which can be used to estimate the potential blast capacity of some 

blast threats. Based on these diagrams, for example, a sedan car has a capacity of carrying a 

mass between 100-500 lbs. (45-226 kg) of TNT.  

 

 

3. NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
 

In this research, the structural analysis has been performed by finite element analysis using 

Abaqus FE analysis software [25]. In the finite element analysis, the nonlinear dynamic 

analysis is performed by direct integration methods. Direct integration methods can be 

performed by two different procedures: Implicit approach and explicit approach. In the 

"implicit" approach, it is required that in every step the structural stiffness matrix be inverted 

and nonlinear equations be solved. Thus, when the degrees of freedom are high, this method 

will be computationally expensive as it is required to calculate the inverse of the stiffness 

matrix and solve the nonlinear equations. In the "explicit" approach, velocity and 

displacement are calculated based on the known values at the beginning of each time step. 

Therefore, calculating the inverse of the stiffness matrix is not required. In other words, 

compared to the implicit method, this method requires less computational effort at each time 

step. However, the "implicit" method is numerically stable, while in "explicit" approach, 

time steps should be considered small enough to ensure the stability of the method. Thus, in 

dynamic problems that occur in a short time such as impact and explosion problems, the 

explicit method is better and requires less computational effort. Because of the mentioned 

computational advantages, the explicit method is used in this research. 

One of the most popular explicit methods is the central difference method. In this method 

velocity and acceleration are written as follows [26]: 
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�̇�𝑡+∆𝑡 =
𝑢𝑡+∆𝑡 − 𝑢𝑡−∆𝑡

2∆𝑡
    (2) 

�̈�𝑡+∆𝑡 =
𝑢𝑡+∆𝑡 − 2𝑢𝑡 + 𝑢𝑡−∆𝑡

∆𝑡2
 (3) 

 

where 𝑢, �̇�, and �̈� are the displacement, velocity, and acceleration vectors, respectively. 

Also, ∆𝑡 is the time step.  Also, the equation of motion can be written as follows: 

 

𝑀�̈�𝑡+∆𝑡 = 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑡+∆𝑡 − 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑡+∆𝑡    (4) 

 

where, M is the global mass matrix, and 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡 and 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 are the external and internal forces 

vectors, respectively. By substituting Eq(3) in Eq(4) we have: 

 
1

∆𝑡2
𝑀𝑢𝑡+∆𝑡 = 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡

𝑡+∆𝑡 − 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡
𝑡+∆𝑡 +

1

∆𝑡2
𝑀(2𝑢𝑡 − 𝑢𝑡−∆𝑡) (5) 

 

This equation can be solved for displacement in 𝑡 + ∆𝑡: 

 

𝑢𝑡+∆𝑡 = ∆𝑡2𝑀−1( 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡
𝑡+∆𝑡 − 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡

𝑡+∆𝑡) + 2𝑢𝑡 − 𝑢𝑡−∆𝑡 (6) 

 

Then the displacement increment can be calculated as ∆𝑢 = 𝑢𝑡+∆𝑡 − 𝑢𝑡, and the strain 

increment ∆𝜖 will be obtained based on the Kinematic relation. Also, the stress increment 

∆𝜎 can be obtained using the constitutive equations. The stress is updated using the 

following equation: 

 

𝜎𝑡+∆𝑡 = 𝜎𝑡 + ∆𝜎 (7) 

 

And the internal forces vector can be derived as follows: 

 

𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡 = ∑ 𝑍𝑒
𝑇

𝑛𝑒

𝑒=1

∫ 𝐵𝑇𝜎𝑑𝑉
𝑉𝑒

 (8) 

 

where 𝑛𝑒 is the number of elements, 𝑍𝑒 is the incidence or location matrix which relates the 

local and global coordinates of an element, and B is a matrix that relates the strains within an 

element with the nodal displacements. The above integration can be solved using numerical 

techniques like Gaussian or Simpson numerical integration techniques. Since in Eq(6) the 

displacement in 𝑡 + ∆𝑡  is calculated based on the displacement in t and 𝑡 − ∆𝑡, thus the 

displacement values in the two previous steps are required. This makes an initialization 

problem for t=0. To overcome this issue, the Eq(6) for t=0 is written as follows: 

 

𝑢−∆𝑡 = 𝑢0 − ∆𝑡�̇�0 +
1

2
∆𝑡2𝑀−1( 𝑓𝑒𝑥𝑡

0 − 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑡
0 ) (9) 

 

where, 𝑢0  and �̇�0 are the initial displacement and the initial velocity vectors. 
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In the present study, the frame structures are modeled using B21 Timoshenko beam 

element [25]. Also, material nonlinearity is considered as elasto-plastic steel with iso-

parametric hardening. Also, geometrical nonlinearity is considered in the analysis. Elements 

sizes (mesh size) are chosen by 1/10 of member's length. Also, strain rate effects are 

considered in the analysis according to UFC 3-340-02 [18] as shown in Fig. 3. To ensure the 

accuracy of the nonlinear finite element model and analysis, another available study is 

modeled based on the present research modeling assumptions. Nassr et al. [29] 

experimentally and analytically studied the response of some beam and beam-columns 

against blast. Here, two beams and two beam-columns which had been studied by Nassr et 

al. are modeled. In the modeled samples, each member length is 2413 mm and section 

profiles are W150X24. Also, yield stress of the steel material is 470 MPa as reported by 

Nassr et al. The experimental test setup is shown in Fig. 4. Also, a schematic drawing of the 

location of the charge and the samples is shown in Fig. 5. Summary of the modeled tests in 

the present study is shown in Table 1. Complete details of the experimental tests are 

described by Nassr et al. [29]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Strain Rate Effect (SRE) on Dynamic Increase Factor (DIF) [18] 

 

 
Figure 4. The Experimental test setup [29] 
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Figure 5. Schematic drawing of the charge and the samples location [29] 

 
Table 1: Properties of the experiments selected for FE model validation 

Charge mass ANFO (kg) Standoff (m) Axial Load (kN) Bending Axis Sample Name 

50 10.3 0 x-x B1 

150 9 0 x-x B2 

100 10.3 270 y-y C1 

150 9 270 x-x C2 

 

In Figs. 6 to 9, history of mid-span deflection of modeled samples in the current study 

and the results reported by Nassr et al. are compared. As it is obvious, the used finite 

element model properly predicted the history of mid-span deflection of the members. In 

Figs. 6-9, differences between the maximum mid-span deflection in the current study and 

the experimental study of Nassr et al. [29] are 1.4%, 2.8 %, 0 and 3.1 % respectively. Also 

in these Figures, it is evident that the history of responses in the current study and the multi-

degree of freedom model used by Nassr et al. have a high compatibility with each other. In 

both studies, beam elements are used. In the current study, each member is divided into 10 

elements, and the Timoshenko beam elements are used. Nassr et al. had used Bernoulli beam 

elements, and each member was divided into 24 elements. It should be noted that in the 

process of verification it was observed that the sensitivity of responses was high to changes 

in the maximum blast pressure and the blast duration. Therefore, it seems that the very small 

differences in graphs, is due to the very small differences in the blast loading in the 

experimental test and the numerical model. In the current study, the blast load applied to the 

members by a uniform distributed time-history load, which in the experiments, based on the 

pressures measured by gauges, the pressure distribution had not been completely uniform 

over the member's length. In addition, in real conditions, due to shape and type of obstacles 

in the field, and the effect of reflection of blast waves, the actual diagram of blast loading 
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may not be exactly as the diagrams obtained by the equations and curves presented in 

manuals and design codes, which probably are derived in some specific and simplified 

conditions. It should be emphasized that the horizontal axes of the verification diagrams are 

in millisecond, and therefore differences between the compared graphs are very small. 

 

 
Figure 6. Mid-span deflection of B1 beam 

 

 
Figure 7. Mid-span deflection of B2 beam 

 

 
Figure 8. Mid-span deflection of C1 column 
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Figure 9. Mid-span deflection of C2 column 

 

After validation the nonlinear FE model and assumptions, the structure frames are 

developed. For instance, Fig. 10 shows a three-story frame which is developed based on the 

current research assumptions using Abaqus FE software. 

 

 
Figure 10. A three-story frame developed using Abaqus 
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4. OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM FORMULATION 
 

In general, optimization is a procedure to find the best solution that it satisfies certain 

conditions. In multi-objective optimization the aim is to find a set of best candidate solutions 

called Pareto solutions or Pareto front. The general form of a multi-objective optimization 

problem can be written as follows: 

 

𝑚𝑖𝑛 { 𝐹1(𝑋) , 𝐹2(𝑋), … . . , 𝐹𝑛𝑜(𝑋)} (10) 

 

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑜  
 𝑔𝑗(𝑋) ≤ 0   ; 𝑗 = 1 … … 𝑝 

ℎ𝑘(𝑋) = 0   ; 𝑘 = 1 … … 𝑚 

𝑏𝑙𝑖 < 𝑥𝑖 < 𝑏𝑢𝑖 ;  𝑖 = 1 … … 𝑛 

𝐹1(𝑋) to 𝐹𝑛𝑜(𝑋) are the objective functions, 𝑔𝑗(𝑋) are the inequality constraints, ℎ𝑘(𝑋) 

are the equality constraints, 𝑥𝑖 are the design variables, and 𝑏𝑙𝑖 to 𝑏𝑢𝑖are lower and upper 

bounds of design variables, respectively. Also, 𝑛𝑜is number of objective functions, 𝑛 is 

number of design variables, 𝑚 is number of equality constraints, and 𝑝 is number of 

inequality constraints. In structural optimization problems, based on the problem, various 

objectives and constraints can be considered in the formulation. In most of the structural 

optimization problems, as there is a direct relationship between the structural weight and the 

material cost, the minimization of weight is considered as the objective function. Some other 

objectives which are considered in the structural problems are minimization of the structural 

damage, minimization of the maximum displacement, and minimization of the maximum 

story drifts. Also in structural problems, depending on the problem, various constraints such 

as stress, frequency, and deformation may be considered. Since blast loads usually are such 

that the structural responses may go into inelastic zone, appropriate consideration of 

nonlinear analysis should be taken into account. In an inelastic design it is better not to 

consider the strength constraints [12]. Zieman et al. [30] showed that an inelastic design 

could not be used to full advantage if a design was required to satisfy both strength and 

deformation constraints simultaneously, as the strength constraints generally prevent the 

structural member from yielding. Accordingly, in the present study only the deformation 

constraints are taken into account. According to the UFC 3-340-02 [18] criteria, design 

constraints are considered as story drifts and relative support rotation in beams and columns. 

Based on these criteria maximum allowable story drift is 𝐻𝑠/25 which 𝐻𝑠 is the height of 

the 𝑠 − 𝑡ℎ story, and the maximum allowable relative support rotation in beams and 

columns for frame members is limited to 2 degrees (0.035 rad). It should be noted that based 

on the UFC code, the relative support rotation in members is measured as the angle between 

the maximum deflection point and the member's chord, as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. 

 

 
Figure 10. Relative support rotation in beam members [18] 
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Figure 11. Relative support rotation in frame members [18] 

 

In the present study two objectives are considered. The minimization of the structural 

weight to obtain low cost designs and the minimization of the inter-story drift to obtain 

higher performance designs. For comparison purposes and choose a better objective to 

represent the inter-story drifts, we have considered two cases for considering the maximum 

inter-story drifts. In case-I the objective is to minimize the structural weight and MaxDrift 

function. MaxDrift function is considered as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 (
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1𝑎𝑙𝑙

,
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2𝑎𝑙𝑙

, … … ,
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑙
) (11) 

 

where, 𝑛𝑠 is the number of stories, and 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1𝑡𝑜 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠 are the maximum inter-story drifts 

of the first story to the last one. Also, 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1𝑎𝑙𝑙to 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑙 are the allowable drift of the 

first story to the last story. In case-II the objective is to minimize the structural weight and 

AveDriftMax function. AveDriftMax is developed as follows: 

 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 = (
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1𝑎𝑙𝑙

+
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2𝑎𝑙𝑙

+ ⋯ +
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑙

)/𝑛𝑠 (12) 

 

On the other words: 

𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡: 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 𝑎𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 

𝐴𝑣𝑒𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥: 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 − 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑒𝑠 
The considered objective functions can be summarized as follows: 

 

𝑓1 = [ ∑ (𝛾𝐿𝑚𝐴𝑚

𝑛𝑚

𝑚=1

)]/𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥  (13) 

𝑓2 = 𝑀𝑎𝑥 (
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1𝑎𝑙𝑙

,
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2𝑎𝑙𝑙

, … … ,
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑙
) (14) 

𝑓3 = (
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡1𝑎𝑙𝑙

+
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡2𝑎𝑙𝑙

+ ⋯ +
𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠

𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑙𝑙

)/𝑛𝑠 (15) 
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where, 𝐿𝑚 is the length of the m-th member, and 𝐴𝑚 is the cross-sectional area of the m-th 

member, and 𝛾 is the material specific weight that equals to 7850 (𝑘𝑔𝑓/𝑚3), and 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥is 

the maximum possible weight of the structure. 𝑊𝑚𝑎𝑥 can be easily calculated by considering 

the upper bound limits of the design variables. The above formulation is a scaled form that 

all objective will be in the range of 0 < 𝑓𝑖 ≤ 1. This scaling is considered to have a better 

formulation. The multi-objective problem formulation is considered as follows: 

 

𝑀𝑖𝑛   𝑓 (16) 

 

𝑆𝑢𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡 𝑡𝑜: 
𝜑𝑚,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝜑𝑎𝑙𝑙

≤  1                      (𝑚 = 1, … … … , 𝑛𝑚) 

𝛿𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝛿𝑠,𝑎𝑙𝑙

≤  1                       (𝑆 = 1, … … … , 𝑛𝑠) 

 

where, 𝜑𝑚,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum support rotation of 𝑚 − 𝑡ℎ member, 𝜑𝑎𝑙𝑙 is the allowable 

support rotation of members, 𝛿𝑠,𝑚𝑎𝑥 is the maximum story drift of 𝑠 − 𝑡ℎ story, 𝛿𝑠,𝑎𝑙𝑙 is the 

allowable drift for 𝑠 − 𝑡ℎ story, and 𝑛𝑠 is the number of stories. Also additional constraints 

are considered as follows to ensure that the columns sections of upper stories will not be 

greater than the lower stories column sections: 

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑛:       𝐴𝑚𝑖 ≥ 𝐴𝑚𝑗       (𝑖 < 𝑗 ) 

where 𝐴𝑚𝑖 is the cross-sectional area of the column 𝑚 at the 𝑖 − 𝑡ℎ story, and 𝐴𝑚𝑗 is the 

cross-sectional area of the column 𝑚 at the 𝑗 − 𝑡ℎ story. 

As stated before, the objective function 𝑓 is a two objective function that in the case-I we 

have: 

 𝑓 = {𝑓1   𝑓2} 
And in the case-II, the objective function is as follows: 

 𝑓 = {𝑓1   𝑓3} 
In the present study the multi-objective none-dominated sorting genetic algorithm 

(NSGA-II) is used as the optimization technique. This method is developed by Deb et al 

[31]. In this method each objective is treated separately and the common mutation and 

crossover operations are performed on the designs. The selection procedure is based on two 

mechanisms: “none-dominated sorting” and “crowding distance sorting”. None-dominated 

sorting means that the improvement in one objective is impossible without sacrificing the 

other objective or objectives. On the other words, design 𝑥1dominates the design 𝑥2 if two 

conditions are satisfied: 

1- The design 𝑥1 is not worse than the design 𝑥2: 

𝑓𝑖(𝑥1) ≥ 𝑓𝑖(𝑥2)   𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑀 

2- The design 𝑥1 is better than 𝑥2in at least one objective: 

𝑓𝑗(𝑥1) > 𝑓𝑗(𝑥2)   𝐹𝑜𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑡 𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑗 ∈ {1,2, … , 𝑀} 

In Fig. 12 an example of dominant and none-dominant solutions is illustrated for a two 

objective problem. In this figure the design A dominates the design C, because it is better in 

both objectives. But, the designs A and B are non-dominating to each other, because each 

one of them is better than the other in one objective and is worse in the other objective. 
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Figure 12. Dominant and non-dominant designs for a two objective optimization problem 

 

Crowding distance is a measure of how close a design is to its neighbors. Using the 

crowding distance leads to better diversion of the solutions. For a two objective problem the 

crowding distance is shown in Fig. 13. 

 

 
Figure 13. The crowding distance concept [31] 

 

According to Fig. 13, the crowding distance for a two-objective optimization is 

calculated as follows: 

 

𝑑𝑖
1 =

|𝑓1
𝑖+1 − 𝑓1

𝑖−1|

𝑓1
𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑓1

𝑚𝑖𝑛  
 (17) 

𝑑𝑖
2 =

|𝑓2
𝑖+1 − 𝑓2

𝑖−1|

𝑓2
𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑓2

𝑚𝑖𝑛  
 (18) 

𝑑𝑖 = 𝑑𝑖
1 + 𝑑𝑖

2 (19) 

 

In each iteration of the NSGA II method, a Pareto set is constructed so that each design 

has the best combination of objective functions and improvement in an objective is 
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impossible without sacrificing other objectives.  

Here, a design methodology is proposed for the considered multi-objective optimization 

problem. The flowchart of this method is shown in Fig. 14. According to the proposed 

method, first the finite element model is created and initialized. This includes applying 

gravitational and blast loads on the structure and initializing the design variables. In the 

present research, the cross-sectional areas of members are considered as the design variables. 

The other geometrical properties of the sections such as section depth, width, flange and web 

thicknesses are computed based on some equations of cross-sectional areas. These equations 

can be easily derived by performing regression analysis on available steel profile sections such 

as AISC or DIN 1025 I-shape sections. The design space can be considered as continuous or 

discrete space. In the next step the nonlinear explicit dynamic finite element analysis is 

performed. Unlike seismic structural analysis problems, the explicit nonlinear dynamic 

analysis is very computationally inexpensive in the blast analysis problems. Furthermore, 

using this type of structural analysis, results in relatively accurate and realistic results. By 

performing the nonlinear structural analysis, the nonlinear responses are derived. These 

responses include the maximum inter-story drifts, and the maximum relative support rotation 

in beams and columns. Then, based on the optimization problem formulation, an optimization 

step is performed using NSGA-II method. These steps are repeated until the stopping criteria 

are satisfied. Based on the proposed methodology a framework is developed and two 

numerical examples are studied which are presented in the next section.  

 

 
Figure 14. Flowchart of the proposed method 
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5. NUMERICAL EXAMPLES 
 

The following assumptions are made throughout the studied examples: 

Three types of loading are considered which are dead, live and blast loads. In all stories 

dead and live loads are assumed to be 6𝑘𝑁/𝑚2 and 2𝑘𝑁/𝑚2, respectively. The tributary 

widths of the studied frames are assumed to be 4 m. It is assumed that based on the blast 

threat analysis, the structure is designed for a surface blast of 150 kg TNT equivalent and a 

standoff distance of 15 m. As the scaled blast distance is 2.82 > 1.2 𝑚/𝑘𝑔1/3, the 

explosion is classified as far-range blast. Thus, the blast loading profile has been assumed as 

a uniform time-history loading acting on the front side of the structure. Also, as suggested in 

“Handbook for Blast-Resistant Design of Buildings” [32], the load combination is 

considered as follows:  

 

1.0 DL+0.25 LL+1.0 B (20) 

 

where DL is the dead load, LL is the live load, and B is the blast load acting on the structure. 

Design constraints are considered based on UFC 3-340-02 [18] criteria. These constraints 

are the maximum story drift and relative support rotation in beams and columns. Based on 

the UFC criteria, allowable drift is limited to H/25, and the allowable relative support 

rotation is limited to 2 degrees (0.035 rad). The objectives of the problem are minimizing the 

structural weight and minimizing the maximum inter-story drift. For all members Yield 

stress is 240𝑀𝑝𝑎, and Young’s modulus is 2e5𝑀𝑝𝑎. Design variables are the cross-sectional 

areas of members. Other geometrical properties of frame member sections have been 

formulated based on the European DIN 1025 standard profiles, as functions of the cross-

sectional areas. IPB (HEB) profiles are used for columns, and IPE profiles are used for beam 

members. Design variables are assumed as discrete variables in the design space. Lower 

bound limit of the columns cross-sectional areas is set to 4300 𝑚𝑚2 corresponding to IPB 

14 and the upper bound is limited to 19800 𝑚𝑚2 corresponding to IPB 40. Similarly, the 

Lower bound of the beams cross-sectional areas is limited to 2010 𝑚𝑚2 corresponding to 

IPE 16 and the upper bound is limited to 8450 𝑚𝑚2 corresponding to IPE 40. In the studied 

examples the objective function is considered in two separate cases. In case I the objective is 

to minimize the structural weight and the MaxDrift function, and in case II the objective is 

to minimize the structural weight and the AveDriftMax function. All the examples are 

solved by parallel processing using a laptop computer with Intel Core i7 processor and 8GB 

RAM. 

 

5.1 Three-story two-bay example 

A three-story steel moment resisting steel frame is considered in this numerical example. 

The frame topology is shown in Fig. 15. Six section groups are considered as shown in Fig. 

15 by numbers 1 to 6. According to the proposed method the optimization process has been 

performed. In addition of structural weight, the two other objectives (MaxDrift and 

AveDriftMax) are considered separately as the second objectives. The obtained optimal 

Pareto fronts are shown in Figs. 16 and 17. For this example the size of population and 

number of generations were set to 12 and 70, respectively. The execution time for 
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performing the optimization of this example in Case-I was 1 hour and 45 minutes, and in 

Case-II it was 1 hour and 52 minutes. 

 

 
Figure 15. Topology of the six story frame 

 

 
Figure 16. Obtained optimal Pareto solutions for the three-story example by using MaxDrift 

objective 
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Figure 17. Obtained optimal Pareto solutions for the three-story example by using AveDriftMax 

objective 

 

We consider three designs from each of the Pareto frontiers for reviewing the drift 

results. These designs are shown in Figs. 16 and 17 as A, B, C, D, E, and F. Design A, B, 

and C are obtained in case-I and designs D, E, and F are obtained in case-II. In case-I, design 

A is a design with lowest weight, design C is a design with lowest MaxDrift ratio, and 

design B is a design with a maximum inter-story approximately average of A and C 

(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐵 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 0.867). Similarly, in case-II, design D is a design with lowest weight, 

design F is a design with lowest AveDriftMax ratio, and design E is a design with a 

maximum inter-story approximately average of D and F (𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐸  𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 0.72). 
Properties of the selected designs are summarized in Table 3.  

 
Table 3: Properties of the selected optimal designs in the first example 

Design F Design E Design D Design C Design B Design A  

IPB 40 IPB 36 IPB 36 IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 40 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 1 
IPB 40 IPB 32 IPB 30 IPB 40 IPB 32 IPB 32 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 2 
IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 36 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 3 
IPB 40 IPB 34 IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 30 IPB 30 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 4 
IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 40 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 5 
IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 33 IPE 36 IPE 30 IPE 30 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 6 

0.72 1 1 0.81 0.867 0.92 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) 
0.66 0.72 0.793 0.7 0.82 0.7 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) 

62549 58302 56997 61808 57724 56790 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑁) 

 

The maximum inter-story drifts for the selected designs are plotted in Fig. 18. Form this 

figure it can be concluded that in the case-I, the drift distributions among the stories are 

more uniform, comparing to the case-II.  In designs D and E, the maximum inter-story of the 

first story is higher than the other designs, but their maximum inter-story drifts of the other 

stories are low. The design A has the lowest weight among the all selected optimal designs, 

but according to Fig. 18 its maximum inter-story drift is not the highest one among the 

selected designs. Also, among the all designs, the design B is the design with most uniform 
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drift distribution. Both Designs A and B are obtained in case-I. The design E and F have the 

lowest maximum drift among the selected designs. Design F has the maximum weight 

among the selected designs. Both designs E and F are obtained in case II. 

 

 
Figure 18. maximum inter-story drifts of the selected optimal designs in the first example 

 

 
Figure 19. Topology of the six story frame 
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5.2 Six-story three-bay example 

A six-story steel moment resisting steel frame is considered in this example. The frame 

topology is shown in Fig. 19. Nine section groups are considered as shown in Fig. 19 by 

numbers 1 to 9. According to the proposed method the optimization process has been 

performed. In addition of structural weight, the two other objectives (MaxDrift and 

AveDriftMax) are considered separately as the second objectives. The obtained optimal 

Pareto fronts are shown in Figs. 20 and 21. For this example the size of population and 

number of generations were set to 20 and 180, respectively. The execution time for 

performing the optimization of this example in Case-I was 10 hours and 1 minute, and in 

Case-II it was 9 hours and 50 minutes. 

 

 
Figure 20. Obtained optimal Pareto solutions for the six-story example by using MaxDrift 

objective 

 

 
Figure 21. Obtained optimal Pareto solutions for the six-story example by using AveDriftMax 

objective 
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We consider three designs from each of the Pareto frontiers for reviewing the drift 

results. These designs are shown in Fig. 20 and 21 as A, B, C, D, E, and F. Designs A, B, 

and C, are obtained in Case-I, and designs D, E, F, are obtained in case-II. In case-I, design 

A is a design with lowest weight, design C is a design with lowest MaxDrift ratio, and 

design B is a design with a maximum inter-story approximately average of A and C 

(𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐵 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 0.739). Similarly, in case-II, design D is a design with lowest weight, 

design F is a design with lowest AveDriftMax ratio, and design E is a design with a 

maximum inter-story approximately average of D and F (𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡𝐸 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 0.585). 
Properties of the selected designs are summarized in Table 4.  

 
Table 4: properties of the selected optimal designs in the second example 

Design F Design E Design D Design C Design B Design A  

IPB 40 IPB 34 IPB 34 IPB 40 IPB 30 IPB 30 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 1 
IPB 40 IPB 28 IPB 28 IPB 40 IPB 30 IPB 30 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 2 
IPB 40 IPB 28 IPB 28 IPB 40 IPB 28 IPB 28 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 3 
IPB 40 IPB 36 IPB 36 IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 34 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 4 
IPB 40 IPB 34 IPB 36 IPB 40 IPB 40 IPB 30 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 5 
IPB 40 IPB 28 IPB 28 IPB 40 IPB 28 IPB 22 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 6 
IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 36 IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 40 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 7 

IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 36 IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 40 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 8 
IPE 40 IPE 40 IPE 33 IPE 40 IPE 36 IPE 40 𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐺𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑝 9 

0.61 0.81 0.997 0.61 0.74 0.88 𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) 
0.46 0.585 0.72 0.46 0.6 0.7 𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑀𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑡 (𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜) 

159669 134046 126416 159669 134367 122761 𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 (𝑁) 
 

The maximum inter-story drifts for the selected designs are plotted in Fig. 22. Form this 

figure it can be seen that in the case-I, the drift distributions among the stories are more 

uniform, comparing to the case-II. The design A has the lowest weight among the selected 

designs, but its maximum drift is not the highest drift among the selected designs. According 

to Fig. 22 the designs C and F have the lowest maximum drift among the all selected 

designs. Designs A and C are obtained in case I. Also, the design F belongs to case II. It 

should be noted that the designs C and F have equal properties and all members sections in 

these two designs are the upper-bound limits of the sections. Among all the designs, design 

B has the most uniform distribution of drifts between the stories. Also by comparing the 

design B and E, it is evident that the structural weights of these two designs are 

approximately the same. But the maximum inter-story drift of design B is lower than design 

C. Also, according to Fig. 22, the drift distribution of design B is more uniform than design 

E. Design B is obtained in case-I and design E is obtained in case-II. 
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Figure 22. maximum inter-story drifts of the selected optimal designs in the second example 

 

 

6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 

In the present paper, a multi-objective optimization of steel moment frames against blast 

loading was studied. For this purpose first an optimization methodology was proposed for 

the problem. The proposed method is constructed by combining the nonlinear explicit 

dynamic finite element analysis of the structure and the NSGA II optimization algorithm. 

Unlike the seismic problems, the nonlinear explicit dynamic analysis is very 

computationally inexpensive in the blast analysis problems. This advantage makes the 

proposed method practical and relatively computationally inexpensive. The considered 

objectives were minimization of the structural weight and minimization of the maximum 

inter-story drifts. In the structural problems, lower drift designs are related to have higher 

performance designs. Thus, minimization of the drifts was considered to obtain higher 

performance designs. The maximum inter-story drifts were considered in two separate cases 

to compare the results. In the first case the drift-related objective was the minimization of 

the maximum inter-story drift among all the stories. In the second case the drift-related 

objective was minimization of the average of maximum inter-story drifts of all stories. Two 

numerical examples were considered. In the studied examples it was observed that in the 

case-I the distribution of maximum drifts were more uniform than in the case-II. Also, the 

obtained lowest weight design in case-I was lighter than the obtained lowest weight design 

of case-II. From the results of the numerical examples it can be concluded that the case-I had 

better results than case-II. This study shows that in the problem of optimum blast design of 

steel moment frames, the considered methodology, especially in case-I, is very effective and 

practical and can be used to obtain practical low-cost and high-performance designs. Also, 
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according to the owner’s budget, designs with desired performance levels can be chosen 

from the obtained Pareto solutions. 
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